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Greetings praying Brothers, Sisters in Christ, 

 It’s time to give you an update of the ministry of  Bible To You. The Lord truly has 

blessed us these past several months. Our support was raised somewhat, allowing us to search 

our data base and recontact the students who have not sent us a lesson for some time. We found 

that many had been released from their incarceration; those we could not recontact. There were a 

lot who had either been moved to new locations or had simply lost contact with us. Letters with 

the lessons were sent to all of those. Within days we saw an increase in lessons in, as our 

“strays” returned. We are praising God! Here are some of the comments from those we gained 

back and several others: 

“Thank God you contacted me as I love the studies.” Randy from Arkansas; “… I’m so grateful 

that you decided to do a computer search and notice that one of your sheep was missing in action 

and went out of your way to contact that lost sheep.” Manuel from CA; “Thank you for 

recontacting me….Here’s a list of four people …who would like to study the Great Word of 

God…help guide them as you do me.” Kenneth from Illinois; “What an exquisite delight it was 

to hear from BTY!...Thank you so much for reaching out to me with the truth!” Michael from 

Pennsylvania;; Thank you so much for getting back with me. I prayed for us to get back in touch 

so I could continue the word of God. I cried when I got your mail.” Michelle from W. Virginia. 

“You guys at “BTY” have been so wonderful and helpful to me 

and have helped me to grow into the man that I am today so 

thank you with all my heart. Keep doing what you are 

doing…” Michael from Texas; “…I truly am thankful for your 

obedience and service to the Lord… you give me much hope in 

my walk with Christ as well as my marriage. I tell my husband, 

‘I would like to be like the Earleys when I grow up!’ ” Tiffany 

from W. Virginia 

 Thanks to a crew at BIMI in Harrison, Tennessee, we 

now have a brand-new display screen for the ministry. We are 

presently developing an audio/video presentation which will 

enable Carl to more easily present Bible To You in churches.  

 Now on a more personal basis, I would like to share a prayer request with you. At 

Christmas time I had bloodwork done and it seems my cancer was coming back. I had been 

taking a shot every 6 months and now I must take the shot plus take 4 pills a day until I see the 

doctor the end of June.  The medicines cause me almost constant tiredness. I can accomplish 

little each day which throws aside much needed work or causes Kay to try to hold things 

together. Though she puts forth great effort, her own aging body is suffering too. With that being 



said, we have failed in getting our daya base rebuilt for sending prayer letters. Part of that is now 

resolved!  

 It is for these reasons I am praying about selling the RV and staying close to the home 

office. It has also been a great burden on the folks who step in to cover for us in the work here 

when we are gone. My heart aches because the best way to get individuals and churches to 

mobilize using “BTY” is to go out to the churches individually or to attend conferences. Perhaps 

God has another way or another team who could accomplish the travel/ rep work.  

 

Prayer needs:  

1. Finances to maintain trip costs if God sends us out one more time, possibly in 

January,2023. 

2. Our health as age is causing us to move slower and accomplish less, with more pain and 

weariness year by year. 

3. The sell of the RV needs to be sufficient to pay it off. We have never before made 

payments on an RV but have cared for that from our income. We planned to pay it off 

ahead of time, but our personal income has  greatly reduced. 

 

 

 

 

In the Eternal God in who’s arms we are held,                                                                   

Carl and Kay Earley with Bible To You 

 

 

PS. Please take a a moment and read the BTY blogs found at bibletoyou.org. New blogs appear 

by-weekly!  

Also make sure you check out the lessons for ladies on the tongue, the body and the mind. They 

are simply named “Evaluate and Update”. They could also be adjusted for men or for both men 

and women. They are on the web page! Bibletoyou.org 


